
SCIENCEc 1 STANDARDt N DA RD

Q science subject matter
all alaska students will understand the

fundamental concepts principles and
theories about the earth and its I1livingving1

i

environment the universe and the
underlying physical phenomena that drive
the interactions of these systems

rationale
scientific knowledge is influenced by our observations and inferences
it also drives and shapes the hypotheses thatclint are made the questions
that are raised and the things on which we focus our observations
therefore conceptual knowledge and scientific proteasesproceasesprocegsesprocessesproceases must be
intimately interwoven to bobe meaningful

key elements all students will

know various models of atoms
and evaluate their usefulness
in explaining the structure and
behavior of matter structure
of matter

know about the physical
chemical and nuclear clichangesanges
and interactions of atoms that
result in observable changesclianges in
the properties of materials
changes and interactions of
matter

know about the universe in
terms of its composition scale
both time and space and the

principles by which it operates
universe

explain observed variations in
such phenomena as tides
weather seasons and moon
phases in terms of the struc-
ture and motion of the earth
earth

understand the comparative
strength and range ofeffects
exerted by gravity and electro-
magnetic forces Wforcesarcesorces of na-
ture

understand the different types
ofmotion and describe the
relationship between force and
changes in motion motion

know that the earth changes
duo to phenomena such as
earthquakes volcanoes ero-
sion and deposition as well as
human activity processes that
shaposhapdshaad the earth

inowthgtknow that physical events
involve transferring energy or
changing one form of energy
iintonto another whwheneverenover energy
is reduced in onoon platcoplftcoplocei it is
increasedingroased someisomewaomowhoroherd piseplee by
the bamosame amount and when
over thorojaa a troriptransformationll11 1110 n
0 energy edmoepmo iaa didissipated in
wayoway whichwhiphwhiphlrtakomake it unavail-
able for usowe energy transfor-
mationsmat ions0

know the transfer and trans-
formationsformations of matter and en-
ergy which link organisms
and their physical environenviron-
ment from molecules to eco-
systems flow of matter and
energy

know that organismsareorganismsorganismsarearc
made up mostly of cells and
that all life processes includ-
ing information transfer and
energy transformation occur
inin thosethese basic units collscells

know that similar features
are passed on through the
mechanisms of reproduction
and heredity heredity

discern the patterns of simi-
larity and differencedineronco that
permeate the living world inin
order to understand and ap-
preciatepreciate the diversity of life
and the importance of diver-
sity in maintaining thothe dy-
namic stability of ecosystems
diversity

distinguish between the docu-
mented evidence of changes inin
life forms over time and the
proposed explanation for
those changes evolution and
natural selection

understand the interdepen-
dent relationships that exist
among organisms popula-
tions communities and their
environments recognizing the
dynamic and complex nature
of ecosystems interdepen-
dence

use the fundamental concepts
and principles of science to
understand and describe the
local physical and living envi-
ronment connections

t use appropriate safety proce-
dures in the classroom labo-
ratory hold and homoborne and
use appropriate disposal pro-
cedures for all materials
safety


